
WASHINGTON: The US economy and labor market
have healed to the point that the central bank could
begin to withdraw its stimulus measures by the end of
the year, Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell said
Friday. But the Fed chief stressed that there was no
hurry to raise interest rates, arguing that current infla-
tion pressures will be temporary. When COVID-19 hit
the world’s largest economy last year, the Fed jumped
into action to prevent a major recession, slashing the
key lending rate to zero and buying huge amounts of
Treasury debt and agency mortgage-backed securi-
ties to provide liquidity to the financial system.

The pandemic recession was “the briefest yet
deepest on record,” Powell
said in his highly anticipated
speech to the annual
Jackson Hole central bank-
ing symposium.

With millions of jobs
recovered, he signaled that
the Fed may ease the pace
of bond buying from its cur-
rent $120 billion per-month.
Powell provided no
specifics, but instead
repeated the Fed’s stance that “it could be appropriate
to start reducing the pace of asset purchases this
year.” Any move to slow asset purchases would still
leave a large amount of stimulus in place, and would
not be a signal that an increase in the benchmark lend-
ing rate would soon follow, he said. The timing of “rate
liftoff” from zero will be subject to a “substantially
more stringent test,” Powell added.

No ‘ill-timed’ move 
Widespread vaccinations have allowed businesses

across the United States to reopen fully, bringing the
unemployment rate down to 5.4 percent last month,
much closer to the pre-pandemic level of 3.5 percent.

However, Powell said the recovery has further to go

and the fast-spreading Delta variant of COVID-19
adds uncertainty. He noted that total employment
remains about six million positions below its February
2020 level “and five million of that shortfall is in the
still-depressed service sector.”

Meanwhile, prices have jumped as the economy
restarted, pushing the central bank’s preferred infla-
tion gauge up to 4.2 percent annually in July, well
above the long-term target of two percent. The White
House on Friday more than doubled its forecast for
consumer price inflation this year, predicting a 4.8
percent annual increase, up from the two percent
forecast in May.

But President Joe
Biden’s Office of
Management and Budget
expects consumer inflation
to slow sharply by the end
of next year to 2.6 percent.
Powell downplayed fears
inflation could accelerate,
noting that supply bottle-
necks appear to be resolv-
ing and wage increases do
not appear to be spilling

over into prices.
Inflation is likely to decline as temporary pressures,

like skyrocketing prices for used cars, recede, and
Powell warned that moving to respond to factors that
could prove to be temporary “may do more harm than
good.” “The ill-timed policy move unnecessarily slows
hiring and other economic activity and pushes infla-
tion lower than desired,” he said, warning that with the
labor market still healing, “Such a mistake could be
particularly harmful.”

The Fed target aims to get inflation running at an
average of two percent over time, which in practice
means accepting higher prices for a short period.
Powell noted that inflation has fallen short of that goal
for decades, but policymakers nonetheless will watch

incoming data for signs high prices are becoming
entrenched.

‘Strategic plan’ 
Veteran Fed-watcher Mickey Levy of Berenberg

Capital Markets said Powell may have disappointed
those waiting for a roadmap for the taper program, but
his speech doubled down on the bank’s focus on job
gains. “Clearly, the Fed is carrying through on its priori-
tization of maximum inclusive employment established
in its new strategic plan, with a very loose interpreta-
tion of its tolerance of higher inflation,” Levy said in an
analysis. Some Fed officials recently have indicated

they want to end the bond-buying program quickly.
Gregory Daco of Oxford Economics said the

Federal Open Market Committee making the decision
is divided and likely to wait until its November meet-
ing “to make a tapering announcement, and start
reducing asset purchases in December or January.”

Fed Vice Chair Richard Clarida seemed to be lean-
ing that way, saying on CNBC later Friday that officials
“will get a better read on the labor market, in particu-
lar, this fall.” “Clearly Delta does pose a downside risk
to the outlook,” Clarida said, and the central bank will
have to “be attuned and attentive to the data” to see if
the economy is slowing. —AFP

Fed chief signals US economy may be 
ready for less stimulus by year end
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Apple announces App 
Store concessions 
as pressure grows 
SAN FRANCISCO: Apple has agreed to loosen
payment restrictions on its App Store, a major
change announced in a settlement with small
developers as the US technology giant faces
growing scrutiny and legal challenges over its
tightly controlled online marketplace.

The change will allow small developers to
inform their customers of alternative payment
options beyond the official App Store. In a
class-act ion lawsuit , the developers had
accused Apple of monopolistic distribution
practices by operating the sole gateway to get
apps or other content onto iPhones and other
devices powered by iOS software.

The proposed settlement is pending court
approval. “The agreement clarifies that devel-
opers can share purchase options with users
outside of their iOS app; expands the price
points developers can offer for subscriptions,
in-app purchases, and paid apps; and establish-
es a new fund to assist qualifying US develop-
ers,” the company said in a statement late
Thursday. The iPhone maker is also awaiting
judgement in a separate App Store case filed by
Epic Games.

The proposed changes come as Apple faces
mounting pressure from lawmakers and regula-
tors over its business practices, such as charging
up to 30 percent commissions on purchases
through the official App Store. Earlier this month,
US senators introduced legislation that would
make it illegal for app store operators such as
Apple and Google to require use of their own
payment systems for transactions. —AFP
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ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND: File photo shows, gas prices are posted at a station in Annapolis, Maryland. A
key US inflation gauge continued to climb last month and income shot higher as the economy bounces
back from last year’s downturn, according to government data released yesterday. —AFP

Microsoft warns 
cloud customers of 
data vulnerability 
SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft says it has warned
thousands of its cloud computing clients of a
recently discovered flaw that left their data vul-
nerable for an extended period. The problem
involved keys used to access Microsoft Azure’s
flagship database service Cosmos DB, and was
discovered two weeks ago by cybersecurity com-
pany Wiz.

“Imagine our surprise when we were able to
gain complete unrestr icted access to the
accounts and databases of several thousand
Microsoft Azure customers, including many
Fortune 500 companies,” Wiz said on its blog
Thursday.

Companies including Coca-Cola and Exxon-
Mobil use Cosmos DB “to manage massive vol-
umes of data around the world in real time,” Wiz
added. The cloud service is used to store data, as
well as to analyze and process everything from
orders from suppliers to transactions with con-
sumers.

According to Microsoft, customers who may
have been impacted were notified, but there was
no evidence the flaw had been exploited by mali-
cious actors. “We fixed this issue immediately to
keep our customers safe and protected,” a
Microsoft spokesperson told AFP.

Microsoft  told more than 30 percent of
Cosmos DB customers that they needed to
change their access keys, according to Wiz. But
the cybersecurity firm warned others could be at
risk. “Microsoft only emailed customers that were
affected during our short (approximately week-
long) research period,” Wiz said. “However... the
vulnerability has been exploitable for at least sev-

eral months, possibly years.”
Microsoft is one of the world’s biggest cloud

service providers, behind Amazon. Demand has
skyrocketed during the COVID-19 pandemic with
the growth of working from home and reliance on
digital services for things like entertainment and
shopping.

The US tech company has recently suffered a
series of  security issues. Earl ier  this  year,
Microsoft disclosed that a state-sponsored hack-
ing group operating out of China was exploiting

security flaws in its Exchange email services, a
potentially devastating hack believed to have
affected at least 30,000 Microsoft email servers
in government and private networks.

The company was then also attacked by the
suspected Russian group behind the 2020 hack
of the SolarWinds software company. This week,
tech bosses including from Microsoft, met with
US President Joe Biden to discuss ways to fight
ransomware attacks and defend cloud computing
systems from hackers. —AFP

China sets rules on 
computer codes that 
guide consumers 
BEIJING: China on Friday announced new rules to
limit the power of computer programmes used to
drive the choices of the country’s consumers, who
must instead be encouraged to use online culture to
“spread positive energy”. The measures are part of a
broader crackdown by Beijing on the tech sector and
mega-apps including gaming, personal finance and
ride-hailing. Algorithms must not promote content
“endangering national security, disrupting economic
and social order or infringing on the legitimate rights
and interests of others”, according to the rules pub-
lished by China’s Cyberspace Administration.

Users must not be shown discriminatory prices

based on their past behaviour and must have the
option to turn off recommendations, the rules say.
Algorithms drive the success of the most popular e-
commerce, social media and news apps used in China,
including TikTok’s Chinese twin Douyin and top online
shopping platforms Taobao and JD.com.

They detect patterns in users’ past purchases and
viewing behaviour to push them toward new products
and content tailored to their preferences. But app
firms have faced criticism for allowing their algorithms
to promote content that is illegal or deemed by state
censors to be inappropriate. The programmes should
not induce “bad habits” in minors and must not push
them to be “addicted to the internet:” Instead they
should “actively spread positive energy” and “adhere
to mainstream values”, the new rules say.

While China’s largest social media platforms are
often subject to censorship of politically sensitive
posts, other undesirable content including gambling-
related and sexual posts has been able to slip under
the radar. —AFP

CHEVY CHASE: Photo shows, 2021 a Microsoft logo adorns a building in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Some 38 million
records stored on a Microsoft service, including private information, were mistakenly left exposed this year, secu-
rity firm UpGuard said. —AFP

Apple’s Tim Cook 
gets $750mn 
bonus payout
NEW YORK: Apple chief executive Tim Cook has received
a bonus of some $750 million, reflecting his performance at
the US technology giant in his 10 years at the helm, a regu-
latory filing showed. The Thursday filing with the Securities
and Exchange Commission showed Cook’s bonus was
granted in some five million Apple shares, which were sub-
sequently cashed out.The bonus reflects a stock option
plan implemented in 2011 when Cook took over as CEO
from Steve Jobs shortly before the Apple co-founder’s
death. Since then, Apple’s market value has skyrocketed
and the California giant’s worth is estimated at more than
$2.4 trillion. The stock award included 1.1 million shares
granted based on Apple’s performance and 3.9 million

time-based share awards, all of which were vested this
month. Cook still owns some 3.2 million Apple shares worth
$483 million at today’s value. —AFP

SAN JOSE, California: File photo shows, Apple CEO Tim Cook
speaks at Apple’s Worldwide Developer Conference in San
Jose, California. Cook has received a bonus of some $750
million, reflecting his performance at the US technology
giant in his 10 years at the helm. —AFP


